
Instructions Clening - Sealing: 

 

download here: manual cleaning sealant 

 

-This guide is for balls that have been treated with the restorer creams No. 4-1 and have 

already been sealed. 

-These balls after the game of pool with a water damp made special piece of cloth, polish with 

a dry cloth and special sealing all the balls slightly. You realize that this is no longer 

sufficient, so I clean the ball game with the special sponge and the cleaner. 

-Take the special sponge and spray the special cleaner fed to the sponge. 

-Clean with a damp sponge special the entire surface of the billiard ball are visible to no more 

dirt. The cleaner removes the special sponge all previous residues such as grease, dirt, 

silicone, old cleaners, solvents, welding of the hands, chalk, burns or leather scraps at kicks 

and opens the pores of the seal. Then dry the billiard ball with the special cloth. 

-Now take her restorer cream No 1. Take the special cloth with the No. 1 and fold it in half 

again, if you have not already done so with the first application of the restorer creams. Give 

each one approximately large drops the restorer cream No. 1 to the middle of the left and right 

side of the cloth. Put the ball on the center of one side to the drop and rub it slightly on the 

ball surface. Cover the cloth over the ball and rub and polish with regular rotations, the 

billiard ball. Make about about 15 to 20 rotations by hand. Then with flowing warm water to 

clean the pool balls. When renewing cream No 1 must billiard balls squeak properly if you 

clean them with running hot water doing. This is the sign that the billiard ball are really 

smooth again. Leave the cloth on high restorer cream. Us, you can use again next time. The 

creams are not bad. Dryness now the balls with the special cloth. 

-Now take the sealer and shake it thoroughly. Place the balls on a surface and spray the one 

billiard ball. Not too much sealer Apply! Less is more! Then wait about 15-20 seconds, until 

the vehicle is dry ethanol for the nanoparticles. Then the billiard ball turn around its axis, so 

you can spray the bottom half of the billiard ball well. For this, a tip: put simply the case of 

pool and snooker ball in the box and seal spray on the ball, just wait until they are dry and 

then put the lid on the box and turn it over. Then seal the balls from the other side as well. 

-For 100% of the billiard ball effect let dry for an hour. Do you play after sealing immediately 

without waiting for the effect is about 50%. 

-Now with the special polish dry cloth the billiard ball. (Do not put on the billiard ball-

polishing or Shine!) Done! 

-Mechanical impurities as Kicksen, jumping off the table or burns should be immediately 

during the game with the damp cloth cleaned off easily without special pressure of the sealed 

billiard ball. With the dry cloth loosely special polish without pressure. 

-Depending unconsumed the billiard ball, the greater the effect of the application. 

-The sealing ranges depending Billardtype, chalk player's actions, cleanliness of Spieker 

(washed hands?) And stress about 500 - 800 collisions. 
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